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The dark night is my all-time favorite movie. When 
watching this movie there is never a time where you 
get bored or already predict what will happen next, this 
is why I love this movie so much because of the actors 
who play their roles really well. The movie itself can be 
confusing if you don't really know Batman's 
background story, but even so, when watching this 
movie you can figure out what's happening in the story 
and what certain characters dislike each other. Also, 
Gotham city, which is really Chicago was such a good 
fit for the movie. Especially Batman since he's always 
in the dark the setting of Chicago was very good. Also 
when the Joker was in the cop car and he stuck his 
head out of the scene and the background was just 
very well put together. Something to give credit to is 
the actors. These actors were so good that if you 
watch any other batman you would wish it was the 
same actors. Thats how good these actors were and 
just fit they persona to play that roll. Even though it was 
some parts were action wasnt going the story line was 
still very entertaining .



Holes. This movie i like a lot which is surprising 
because when i first watched this movie it was very 
boring. I thought the whole story of it was boring and 
pointless to be honest. I think i thought this because i 
first watched this movie when i was pretty young and all 
i liked towatch was like power rangers and  marvel 
movies.  So i guess all my type of entertainment  
contained action in it. So when i first watched holes of 
course there was no villin and superhero based plot. 
First thought of mine was like yea its gong to be a 
boring movie and to be fair it wasnt the most 
entertaining when i first watched it. As igrew up and 
gave the movie more and more chances i started to get 
the meaning behind the movie. I started to really enjoy 
it. Relaized that movies dont always have to be about 
fighting that sometimes theres a deeper meaning in the 
movie and different ways to solve problems. Lastly as 
we grow up of course we make bad choices and this 
movie made me realized the consequences of our 
choices and the power of friendship is very important to 
at leasthave that someone you can depend on. 



The Birth of Pele. This movie is all-time favorites because 
of how it was filmed. Pele is one of the best players of all 
time. He dominated the world with soccer skills and 
trophies he was able to win for his country. Pele's story 
wasn't an ordinary story of just becoming a very good 
soccer player because of the amount of training. Pele's 
story of how he became a soccer player is what makes this 
movie so good. The way they were able to film some 
scenes really felt like we were living his past. They would 
get shots like in the game. To the point when he was 
dribbling you would like to be in his body. A first-person 
point of view and they would make the audio silent, only 
hearing his heartbeat while dribbling so it felt so real and 
almost nailed on because a soccer player myself your 
heart goes pretty fast in serious situations of the game. So 
i was very surprised at how well they did that whole scene. 
Lastly the setting on brazil obviously that's were he's from 
is organic to me because of the way people were dressed 
and the environment just seemed to fit life back then.



The Batman. This is a very good movie in my opinion because 
a lot of people said how it was barely any action, and how 
boring and long the movie was. I personally love DC movies, 
so it can be biased a little but yes the movie was good but 
finally, there was a good actor to play batman and the riddler 
who was the villain in the movie did very well. When i watch 
superhero movies since i watch all of them, i am very biased 
on how good or bad actors played the role they're given. So 
that's why i rate the movie very high because i don't think there 
is a better actor for batman than Christian Bale. So 
considering that this new batman actor was very good and felt 
like the role of a real batman. Action-wise this movie was not 
the most but the whole story was good so it made up for not 
having a bunch of action. I felt like the movie was very creative 
and not predictable. In some movies, you can kind of figure out 
what is basically going to happen but in this movie the riddler 
had me shocked the whole time with its plan.  



Infinity War. A film that will leave you speechless. This 
movie can leave a tear coming down your face depending 
on how bad of a marvel fan you are. This movie had so 
much going on that you could not have your eyes come off 
the screen. The way all the superheroes come together 
and have one big war is so incredible. The Slow mos were 
very good and the camera angles around the whole 
fight/war were top tier. I really enjoyed watching this movie 
because they keep the same actors. All though DC does 
very good movies as well they change there characters 
very often. This is not bad but marvel at least keeps the 
same actors. So when you're familiar to the actor you 
won't feel a type of way because they're still on the same, 
no matter if looking older or not. Which why the movie was 
very good because if you knew everyone from the past 
they are still the same and you wouldn't get confused 
since there is a lot of superheroes and can easily get 
confusing. At last, the ending was very sad but good in a 
way a lot of heroes were lost but the main plot was solved. 


